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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAB014 
 

name label values 

bhindep OBSERVATION: type of housing independent(1),  
residential home(2),  
nursing h-somatic(3),  
nursing h-psych(4),  
hospital(5),  
psychiatric hospital(6),  
monastery (added)(8) 

bmoved Moved since last interview no(1),  
yes(2) 

bmomonth Moved since last interview: month na, short version(-4),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
see Table *Month 

bmoyear Moved since last interview: year na, short version(-4),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BMOVED(-2), 
na, asked(-1) 

bhousem Type of housing: moved since last 
interview 

na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, short version(-4),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1), 
attached row(1), 
semi-detached(2), 
detached(3), 
high rise (elevator)(4), 
high rise (no elevator)(5), 
low-level apt building(6), 
ground floor apartment(7), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(8), 
home elderly (street level)(9), 
service flat (home elderly)(10), 
semi-independent(11), 
farm(12), 
houseboat(13), 
commune(14), 
other(15) 

bhoustyp Type of housing: constructed unknown(-1), 
attached row(1), 
semi-detached(2), 
detached(3), 
high rise (elevator)(4), 
high rise (no elevator)(5), 
low-level apt building(6), 
ground floor apartment(7), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(8), 
home elderly (street level)(9), 
service flat (home elderly)(10), 
semi-independent(11), 
farm(12), 
houseboat(13), 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

commune(14), 
other(15), 
institution(16), 
monastery(17) 

bfdoor Floor of front door na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BMOVED(-2),  
na(-1) 

bfdoorc Floor of front door: constructed monastery(-3),  
institution(-2),  
unknown(-1) 

brfdoor How to reach front door na, short version(-4),  
na, see BFDOOR(-2),  
na(-1),  
only stairs(1),  
elevator present(2),  
other(3) 

bnrooms # rooms in house na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, short version(-4),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BMOVED(-2),  
na(-1) 

bnroomsc # rooms: constructed monastery(-3),  
institution(-2),  
unknown(-1) 

blrooms All rooms on the same floor na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, short version(-4),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BMOVED(-2),  
na(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2) 

bspecadj House has special 
adjustments/adaptation 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, asked(-1),  
no(0),  
yes(1) 

bspec01 Specially adjusted: telephone e.g. 
amplified sound 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

bspec02 Specially adjusted: lowered 
doorstep 

see bspec01 

bspec03 Specially adjusted: alarm system see bspec01 

bspec04 Specially adjusted: handgrips or 
supports 

see bspec01 

bspec05 Specially adjusted: lowered/raised 
draining board 

see bspec01 

bspec06 Specially adjusted: stair elevator na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAB014 (continued) 

bspec07 Specially adjusted: bedrooms 
same floor level 

na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

bspec08 Specially adjusted: adjusted or 
raised toilet 

see bspec01 

bspec09 Specially adjusted: lowered/raised 
washbasin 

see bspec01 

bspec10 Specially adjusted: non-skid in 
bathroom 

see bspec01 

bspec11 Specially adjusted: seating 
equipment in bathroom 

see bspec01 

bspec12 spec. adjust: raised bed see bspec01 

bspec13 Specially adjusted: handgrip 
above bed 

see bspec01 

bspec14 Specially adjusted: extra handrails 
inside the house 

na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

bspec15 Specially adjusted: extra handrails 
outside the house 

na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

bspec16 Specially adjusted: sloping ramp to 
pavement 

na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

bspec17 Specially adjusted: other see bspec01 

bsatis How (dis)satisfied with housing 
condition 

na, short version(-4),  
wrong skip(-3),  
na, routing(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
dissatisfied(1),  
no satisfied/dissatisfy(2), 
satisfied(3) 

bsatis01 Dissatisfied: House is too big na, see BSATIS(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

bsatis02 Dissatisfied: House is too small see batis01 

bsatis03 Dissatisfied: House is in bad 
condition 

see batis01  
 

bsatis04 Dissatisfied: Rooms in house not 
on the same floor 

see batis01 
 

bsatis05 Dissatisfied: House can only be 
reached by stairs 

see batis01 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAB014 (continued) 

bsatis06 Dissatisfied: Doorsteps in house 
too high 

see batis01 

bsatis07 Dissatisfied: House is too 
expensive 

see batis01 

bsatis08 Dissatisfied: House is vulnerable 
to burglar 

see batis01 

bsatis09 Dissatisfied: other reason see batis01 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 
 

name label values 

c/d/e/f/ghindep OBSERVATION: type of housing na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
independent(1),  
residential home(2),  
nursing h-somatic(3),  
nursing h-psych(4),  
hospital(5),  
psychiatric hospital(6),  
monastery(8) 

c/d/e/f/gmoved Moved since last interview na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2), 

 

Only for waves F and G: 
yes, temporarily living elsewhere(3),  
lived temporarily elsewhere(4) 

c/d/e/f/gmoved Moved since last interview na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2), 

 

Only for waves F and G: 
yes, temporarily living elsewhere(3),  
lived temporarily elsewhere(4) 

c/d/e/f/gmomonth Moved since last int: month na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
see Table *Month 

c/d/e/f/gmoyear Moved since last int: year na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

c/d/e/f/ghousem Type of housing: moved since last 
interview 

na, see C/D/E/F/GHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1), 
attached row(1), 
semi-detached(2), 
detached(3), 
high rise (elevator)(4), 
high rise (no elevator)(5), 
low-level apt building(6), 
ground floor apartment(7), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(8), 
home elderly (street level)(9), 
service flat (home elderly)(10), 
semi-independent(11), 
farm(12), 
houseboat(13), 
commune(14), 
other (documented)(15) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAC/D/E/F/G014 (continued) 

c/d/e/f/ghoustyp Type of housing: constructed Only for waves E/F/G: na, wrong skip(-3), 
 
All waves: 
unknown(-1), 
attached row(1), 
semi-detached(2), 
detached(3), 
high rise (elevator)(4), 
high rise (no elevator)(5), 
low-level apt building(6), 
ground floor apartment(7), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(8), 
home elderly (street level)(9), 
service flat (home elderly)(10), 
semi-independent(11), 
farm(12), 
houseboat(13), 
commune(14), 
other(15), 
institution(16), 
monastery(17) 

c/d/e/f/gfdoor Floor of front door na, see C/D/E/F/GHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

c/d/e/f/gfdoorc Floor of front door: constructed monastery(-3),  
institution(-2),  
unknown(-1) 

c/d/e/f/grfdoor How to reach front door na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GFDOOR(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
only stairs(1),  
elevator present(2),  
other(3) 

c/d/e/f/gnrooms # rooms in house na, see C/D/E/F/GHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

c/d/e/f/gnroomsc # rooms: constructed monastery(-3),  
institution(-2),  
unknown(-1) 

c/d/e/f/glrooms All rooms on the same floor na, see C/D/E/F/GHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3), 
 na, see C/D/E/F/GMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2) 

c/d/e/f/gspecadj House has special 
adjustments/adaptation 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAC/D/E/F/G014 (continued) 

c/d/e/f/gspec01 Specially adjusted: telephone eg. 
amplified sound 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec02 Specially adjusted: lowered 
doorstep 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0), 
 mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec03 Specially adjusted: alarm system na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec04 Specially adjusted: 
handgrips/handrails or supports 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec05 Specially adjusted: lowered/raised 
draining board 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0), 
 mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec07 Specially adjusted: bedrooms 
same floor level 

na, see C/D/E/F/GHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec08 Specially adjusted: adjusted or 
raised toilet 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec09 Specially adjusted: lowered/raised 
washbasin 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec10 Specially adjusted: non-skid in 
bathroom 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec11 Specially adjusted: seating 
equipment in bathroom 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAC/D/E/F/G014 (continued) 

c/d/e/f/gspec12 Specially adjusted: raised bed na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec13 Specially adjusted: handgrip 
above bed 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec06 Specially adjusted: stair elevator na, see C/D/E/F/GHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec14 Specially adjusted: extra handrails 
inside the house 

na, see C/D/E/F/GHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec15 Specially adjusted: extra handrails 
outside the house 

na, see C/D/E/F/GHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec16 Specially adjusted: sloping ramp to 
pavement 

na, see C/D/E/F/GHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gspec17 Specially adjusted: other na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see C/D/E/F/GSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

c/d/e/f/gsatis How (dis)satisfied with housing 
condition 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, routing(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
dissatisfied(1),  
not satisfied/dissatisfied(2), 
satisfied(3) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LAS2B014 
 

name label values 

bhindep OBSERVATION: type of 
housing 

na, interview terminated(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
independent(1),  
residential home(2),  
nursing h- somatic(3),  
nursing h-psych(4),  
hospital(5),  
psychiatric hospital(6),  
monastery (added)(8) 

bmomonth Moved to current residence: 
month 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
see Table * Month 

bmoyear Moved to current residence: 
year 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

bhoustyp Type of housing na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
unknown(-1),  
attached row(1), 
semi-detached(2), 
detached(3), 
high rise (elevator)(4), 
high rise (no elevator)(5), 
low-level apt building(6), 
ground floor apartment(7), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(8), 
home elderly (street level)(9), 
service flat (home elderly)(10), 
semi-independent(11), 
farm(12), 
houseboat(13), 
commune(14), 
other(15), 
institution(16), 
monastery(17) 

bfdoor Floor of front door wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

brfdoor How to reach front door na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BFDOOR(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
only stairs(1),  
elevator present(2),  
other(3) 

bnrooms Number of rooms in house na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

blrooms All rooms on the same floor na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LAS2B014 (continued) 

bspecadj House has special 
adjustments/adaptation 

see blrooms 

bspec01 Specially adjusted: telephone 
eg. amplified sound 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(1),  
mentioned(2) 

bspec02 Specially adjusted: lowered 
doorstep 

see bspec01 

bspec03 Specially adjusted: alarm 
system 

see bspec01 

bspec04 Specially adjusted: handgrips or 
supports 

see bspec01 

bspec05 Specially adjusted: 
lowered/raised draining board 

see bspec01 

bspec06 Specially adjusted: stair elevator see bspec01 

bspec07 Specially adjusted: bedrooms 
same floor level 

see bspec01 

bspec08 Specially adjusted: adjusted or 
raised toilet 

see bspec01 

bspec09 Specially adjusted: 
lowered/raised washbasin 

see bspec01 

bspec10 Specially adjusted: non-skid in 
bathroom 

see bspec01 

bspec11 Specially adjusted: seating 
equipment in bathroom 

see bspec01 

bspec12 Specially adjusted: raised bed see bspec01 

bspec13 Specially adjusted: handgrip 
above bed 

see bspec01 

bspec14 Specially adjusted: extra 
handrails inside the house 

see bspec01 

bspec15 Specially adjusted: extra 
handrails outside the house 

see bspec01 

bspec16 Specially adjusted: sloping ramp 
to pavement 

see bspec01 

bspec17 Specially adjusted: other see bspec01 

bospec1 Other special adjustments: for 
wheel chair users 

na, see BSPEC17(-2),  
no(0),  
yes(1) 

bospec2 Other special adjustments: for 
deaf people 

see bospec1 

bospec3 Other special adjustments: 
faucets 

see bospec1 

bospec4 Other special adjustments: chair 
lift 

see bospec1 

bospec5 Other special adjustments:chairs see bospec1 

bospec6 Other special adjustments: 
other, documented 

see bospec1 

bsatis How (dis)satisfied with housing 
condition 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
dissatisfied(1),  
not satisfied/dissatisfied(2),  
satisfied(3) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAH014 
 

name label values 

hhindep OBSERVATION: type of housing na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
independent(1),  
residential home(2),  
nursing h-somatic(3),  
nursing h- psych(4),  
hospital(5),  
psychiatric hospital(6), 
monastery(8) 

hmoved Moved since last interview na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2),  
yes, temporarily living elsewhere(3),  
lived temporarily elsewhere(4) 

hmomonth Moved since last int: month na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
see Table * Month 

hmoyear Moved since last int: year na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

hhousem Type of housing: moved since last 
interview 

na, see HHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
attached row or semi-detached(1), 
detached(2), 
high rise (elevator)(3), 
high rise (no elevator)(4), 
ground floor apartment(5), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(6), 
home elderly (street level)(7), 
semi-independent(8), 
farm / corporate housing(9), 
houseboat(10), 
other (documented)(11) 

hhoustyp Type of housing: constructed na, wrong skip(-3),  
unknown(-1),  
attached row or semi-detached(1), 
detached(2), 
high rise (elevator)(3), 
high rise (no elevator)(4), 
ground floor apartment(5), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(6), 
home elderly (street level)(7), 
semi-independent(8), 
farm / corporate housing(9), 
houseboat(10), 
other(11), 
institution(12),
monastery(13) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAH014 (continued) 

hhwhacc House accessible by wheelchair na, see HHINDEP(-5),  
na, see HMOVED(-2), 
na, asked(-1),  
yes(1),  
only with help(2), 
no(3) 

hnrooms # rooms in house na, see HHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

hnroomsc # rooms: constructed monastery(-3), 
institution(-2),  
unknown(-1) 

hlrooms All rooms on the same floor na, see HHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2) 

hspecadj House has special 
adjustments/adaptation 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1), 
no(1),  
yes(2) 

hspec1 Spec. adjust: lowered or no 
doorstep 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

hspec2 Spec. adjust: adjusted toilet, 
supports, handgrips 

see hspec1 

hspec3 Spec. adjust: non-skid in 
bathroom, seating equip 

see hspec1 

hspec4 Spec. adjust: bedroom on same 
floor 

na, see HHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

hspec5 Spec. adjust: sloping ramp to 
pavement 

na, see HHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

hspec6 Spec. adjust: adjusted sink 
cupboards kitchen 

see hspec1 

hspec7 Spec. adjust: fall alarm na, see HHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAH014 (continued) 

hspec8 Spec. adjust: stair elevator na, see HHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see HSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

hspec9 Spec. adjust: other see hspec1 

hspecwho Spec. adjust: for who na, see HSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
for respondent(1),  
for (former) inmate (2),  
for both(3),  
for none, already present(4) 

hsatis How (dis)satisfied with housing 
condition 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, routing(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
dissatisfied(1),  
not satisfied/dissatisfied(2), 
satisfied(3) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

 

LAS3B014 
 

name label values 

bhindep OBSERVATION: type of housing na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, asked(-1),  
independent(1),  
residential home(2),  
nursing h-somatic(3),  
nursing h-psych(4),  
hospital(5),  
psychiatric hospital(6),  
monastery(8) 

bhoustyp Type of housing na, wrong skip(-3), 
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
unknown(-1), 
attached row or semi-detached(1), 
detached(2), 
high rise (elevator)(3), 
high rise (no elevator)(4), 
ground floor apartment(5), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(6), 
home elderly (street level)(7), 
semi-independent(8), 
farm / corporate housing(9), 
houseboat(10), 
housing with communal facilities(11), 
other(12), 
institution(13), 
monastery(14) 

bmomonth Moved to current residence: month na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
see Table * Month 

bmoyear Moved to current residence: year na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

bhwhacc House accessible by wheelchair na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
yes(1),  
only with help(2),  
no(3) 

bspecadj House has special 
adjustments/adaptation 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BHINDEP(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2) 

bspec1 Spec. adjust: lowered or no 
doorstep 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LAS3B014 (continued) 

bspec2 Spec. adjust: adjusted toilet, 
supports, handgrips 

see bspec1 
 

bspec3 Spec. adjust: non-skid in 
bathroom, seating equip 

see bspec1 
 

bspec4 Spec. adjust: bedroom on same 
floor 

na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

bspec5 Spec. adjust: sloping ramp to 
pavement 

na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

bspec6 Spec. adjust: adjusted sink 
cupboards kitchen 

see bspec1 

bspec7 Spec. adjust: fall alarm see bspec1 

bspec8 Spec. adjust: stair elevator na, see BHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

bspec9 Spec. adjust: other see bspec1 

bspecwho Spec. adjust: for who na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see BSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
for respondent(1),  
for (former) inmate (2),  
for both(3),  
for none, already present(4) 

bsatis How (dis)satisfied with housing 
condition 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, asked(-1),  
dissatisfied(1),  
not satisfied/dissatisfied(2),  
satisfied(3) 

 

LASMB014 
 

name label values 

bhindep OBSERVATION: type of housing na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, asked(-1),  
independent(1),  
residential home(2),  
nursing h-somatic(3),  
nursing h-psych(4),  
hospital(5),  
psychiatric hospital(6),  
other (7) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAI014 / LASAJ014 
 

name label values 

i/jhindep OBSERVATION: type of housing na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
independent(1),  
residential home(2),  
nursing h-somatic(3),  
nursing h-psych(4),  
hospital(5),  
psychiatric hospital(6),  
monastery(8) 

i/jmoved Moved since last interview na, asked(-1), no(1), yes(2),  
yes, temporarily living elsewhere(3),  
lived temporarily elsewhere(4) 

i/jmomonth Moved since last int: month na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
see Table * Month 

i/jmoyear Moved since last int: year na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

i/jhousem Type of housing: moved since last 
interview 

na, see I/JHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
attached row or semi-detached(1), 
detached(2), 
high rise (elevator)(3), 
high rise (no elevator)(4), 
ground floor apartment(5), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(6), 
home elderly (street level)(7), 
semi-independent(8), 
farm / corporate housing(9), 
houseboat(10), 
housing with communal facilities(11),  
other (documented(12) 

i/jhoustyp Type of housing: constructed Na, previous interview telephonic(-4),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
unknown(-1), 
attached row or semi-detached(1), 
detached(2), 
high rise (elevator)(3), 
high rise (no elevator)(4), 
ground floor apartment(5), 
apt build elderly (elevator)(6), 
home elderly (street level)(7), 
semi-independent(8), 
farm / corporate housing(9), 
houseboat(10), 
housing with communal facilities(11), 
other(12), 
institution(13), 
monastery(14) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAI014 / LASAJ014 (continued) 

i/jhwhacc House accessible by wheelchair na, see I/JHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JMOVED(-2) , 
na, asked(-1),  
yes(1),  
only with help(2),  
no(3) 

Not in J: 
 
inrooms 

# rooms in house na, see IHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see IMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1) 

Not in J: 
 
ilrooms 

All rooms on the same floor na, see IHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see IMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2) 

i/jspecadj House has special 
adjustments/adaptation 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JMOVED(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
no(1),  
yes(2) 

i/jspec1 Spec. adjust: lowered or no 
doorstep 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

i/jspec2 Spec. adjust: adjusted toilet, 
supports, handgrips 

see i/jspec1 

i/jspec3 Spec. adjust: non-skid in 
bathroom, seating equip 

see i/jspec1 

i/jspec4 Spec. adjust: bedroom on same 
floor 

na, see I/JHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

i/jspec5 Spec. adjust: sloping ramp to 
pavement 

na, see I/JHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3), 
na, see I/JSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0), 
 mentioned(1) 

i/jspec6 Spec. adjust: adjusted sink 
cupboards kitchen 

see i/jspec1 

i/jspec7 Spec. adjust: fall alarm na, see I/JHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

LASAI014 / LASAJ014 (continued) 

i/jspec8 Spec. adjust: stair elevator na, see I/JHINDEP(-5),  
na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

i/jspec9 Spec. adjust: other na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
not mentioned(0),  
mentioned(1) 

i/jspecwho Spec. adjust: for who na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, see I/JSPECADJ(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
for respondent(1),  
for (former) inmate (2),  
for both(3),  
for none, already present(4) 

i/jsatis How (dis)satisfied with housing 
condition 

na, wrong skip(-3),  
na, routing(-2),  
na, asked(-1),  
dissatisfied(1),  
not satisfied/dissatisfied(2), 
satisfied(3) 

 

 

LASAB214 
 

name label values 

bpostcod Postal Code (4 digits) unknown(-1), 
1011 'Amsterdam' (..) 9951 'Winsum' 
(available upon request) 

 

 

LASAC214 / LASAD214 
NB: in wave 2B, the variables mentioned in the table below were included in LAS2B014 
(bospec1-bospec6) 

 
name label values 

c/dospec1 Other special adjustments: for 
wheel chair users 

na, see C/DSPEC17(-2),  
no(0),  
yes(1) 

c/dospec2 Other special adjustments: for 
deaf people 

see c/dospec1 

c/dospec3 Other special adjustments: faucets see c/dospec1 

c/dospec4 Other special adjustments: chair 
lift 

see c/dospec1 

c/dospec5 Other special adjustments: chairs see c/dospec1 

c/dospec6 Other special adjustments: other, 
documented 

see c/dospec1 
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LASA 014 - Residence characteristics  Main interview (DM)  
 
Variable information: 
LASAB014 / LASAC014 / LASAD014 / LASAE014 / LAS2B014 / LASAF014 / LASAG014 / 
LASAH014 / LAS3B014 / LASMB014 / LASAI014 / LASAJ014 

 

 

* Table Month 

 
label values 

January 1 

February 2 

March 3 

April 4 

May 5 

June 6 

July 7 

August 8 

September 9 

October 10 

November 11 

December 12 
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